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- Advise the reader which section to implement: #2478
Current Issue Status

8 open issues in scope

● Functional
  ○ Same-Site cookies and redirects: #2104
    ■ Enforcement of same-site redirect chains results in copious site breakage
  ○ internal whitespace in cookie names and values: #2262

● Editorial
  ○ Changes from RFC6265: #2352
  ○ Fix browsing context integration in 6265bis: #2372
  ○ Define or reference "top-level navigation" in terminology: #2474
  ○ Update terminology once whatwg/html#8463 is fixed: #2502
  ○ Max-Age / Expires on Cookiebis: #2531
  ○ Inconsistent browser behavior with secure and prefix cookies on localhost: #2605

● An additional 18 deferred issues
Post RFC6265bis Work

- Cookies Having Independent Partitioned State (CHIPS)
- Cookie Spec Layering
Questions?